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Which 2012 hacker conference are you most looking

forward to? - SiddharthaS Having
attended/studied/worked in several conferences in the
past, this time I'm looking forward to the YC Fair which
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has a lot of strong (and very good) startups that are
doing cool stuff. It's being held from 12th to 15th of this

month, and I'm hoping to go there. ======
nostrademons It'll be interesting to see what happens to
I'm sure it'll be good, but Unconference is the big draw
for me. A lot of what they do is to get out of the noisy,
small conference world and just have some grass-roots

conversation with people. That alone, I think, is priceless.
------ SiddharthaS Since we are having several responses,

I'm open to any other suggestions too, i.e. non-YC
startups. :) Q: ASP.NET MVC Routing with local resources

For a application, you're often able to use
"~/{Controller}/{Action}/{ID}" to route to a

controller/action. However, I am running into an issue
where I have to use local resources (images, JavaScript
and CSS). I know I can map all of these in global.asax.

But it sounds like a bad idea to have so much code in the
global.asax. Is there a way to use something like

"~/Content/images/{image path}" to load images from
the server? A: There is a way, you could use the following
route in a controller: public ActionResult GetImage(string
imageName) { //your code to return a byte[] here return
File(imageBytes, "image/png"); } You can do something
similar with JavaScript and CSS files, by including them

with a unique file name. Hope this helps. #prag
c6a93da74d
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